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what

is your roadmap
for change?

Since 2008 it has become clear that organisations that have taken a more holistic and cross
functional approach to credit management have minimised the impact of the downturn.
Although not immune to bad debt, those forward-thinking companies have been working with
their sales teams, marketing departments, and customer services colleagues and have gone a
considerable way in their organisations to dispel the myth that the sales and customer services
relationship with Credit Management is an adversarial one.
There are many more ‘Order to Cash’ managers now than before the 2008 downturn as
organisations recognise the value that sits in credit management which in many organisations
is seen as a more cross-functional discipline than ever before, something the Institute of Credit
Management has been driving. The traditional silo approach to credit management must change
to continue to add value to the business and bring the disciplines of credit management to a
wider scope within organisations.
The information held in credit management and collections systems is becoming more valuable
and credit managers are beginning to use this to assist their businesses identify and develop new
markets. The number of these ‘Thought Leadership’ credit management teams are growing and
in greater evidence in organisations completing the Institute of Credit Management’s Quality
in Credit Management (QICM) Programme. Also the number of improvement programmes and
the level of investment in systems, data and analysis are growing as the economies of Europe
begin to stabilise and grow.
As it says in this report it isn’t just about the systems but also the processes that surround
them that will develop best practice credit management. But only with a desire for change
and a willingness to take the lead to broaden Credit Management’s scope, will we see credit
management develop into a function that will continue to add value and help businesses to
grow out of the recession.
If you are a Credit Manager reading this report, ask yourself what is your roadmap for change?
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THE CUSTOMER:
the key
to business success

A business survives only if it is competitive; effective customer payment terms are a constant
and crucial factor in profitability. Proactive management of financial customer relationship
involves all elements of credit management, including payment terms, risk management,
disputes and information systems. One powerful performance tool, with immediate impact
on business growth and profitability as well as customer satisfaction, is accounts receivable
management.
As a strategic provider of accounts receivable management and leader in innovative credit
management solutions, Sidetrade has a privileged opportunity to observe and guide
performance research in Europe. Its customers are B2B companies representing all sectors of
the economy. The Working Capital Overview is a detailed presentation of the results obtained
by businesses that have chosen to manage the credit given to their customers proactively by
using Sidetrade software.
Today’s technologies facilitate increased flexibility and efficiency for businesses. Nevertheless,
particular attention should be paid to how these technologies are used. The analyses presented
in this year’s Overview highlight observed best practices and suggest the most productive
areas for improvement. More than in previous years, the economic crisis and the evolution
of the regulatory environment impel forward-looking B2B credit actors to explore options
beyond collections pure and simple.
We believe that decision-makers in Finance and Credit Management hold the key to growth.
Proving that innovation is always possible, accelerating cash flow generation, creating value,
they nourish business development and customer confidence. The 2014 Working Capital
Overview, like its predecessors, is a practical tool, capitalising on our experience in order to
help these actors to succeed and grow the potential of their business.
I hope that you find this overview interesting reading and look forward to a conversation in
the near future,
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Issues in B2B
credit management

Management of commercial credit, the delay between
delivery of goods or services and customer payment,
is an essential element in B2B sales. Based on terms of
payment, it encompasses economic, financial and sales
issues which Finance must manage both directly and in
collaboration with Sales.
Supplier credit represents nearly 36% of GDP in Italy,
30% in France and 14% in Germany (source: Report
n°2012M07004, Inspection Générale des Finances, France).
Hundreds of billions of euros are frozen in accounts
receivable. Some businesses are able to finance
their accounts receivable through securitisation or
factoring. But these measures, particularly in economies
weakened by several years of crisis, are ineffective or
counterproductively expensive for most companies.
From a purely financial viewpoint, B2B credit is
important: financing on the one hand, debt to be
collected on the other. These funding and management
costs naturally affect business growth and earnings.
A business lives and dies by full and timely customer
payment.

Extending customer credit is
a genuine obstacle
to business development,
investment, and employment.

Given that it cannot be dissociated from Sales
teams, credit must be managed in coordination with
development strategy. It is essential to guide and
support Sales in their crucial and difficult function.

In today’s environment, the entire business,
including Collections, must contribute to and prepare proactively
for excellence in customer relationship.
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The customer
relationship
ecosystem
Has Marketing given its customer prospect lists to
Finance in order to avoid targeting insufficiently solvent
businesses? Is Finance sure all bases are covered when
Sales begins negotiating with a new customer? Does
Credit Management have the necessary tools to keep
informed of, analyse and recover customer debt?
The customer relationship ecosystem encompasses all
activities that can affect the amount of credit granted
(or tolerated) as well as the risk that credit represents
and how it is monitored.
Sales and its associated divisions (Sales Administration,
account managers) are the frontline partners of
Finance. They must negotiate favourable payment
terms and resolve disputes quickly; sometimes they
are responsible for one or more collection processes.
Finance and Sales are often, and wrongly, considered
to have opposing interests. Cooperation and mutual
trust between these two departments are the vectors of
successful receivables management and the business’s
economic viability.
The Finance Director and the Credit Manager must
inspire their own teams as well as supporting and
educating Sales teams in the financial aspects of selling.
Management must provide a way to integrate and
guide processes between all departments involved in
customer relationships. Greater staff involvement in the
customer relationship management process, from order
to cash, means improved customer payment behaviour.
Therefore, information must be available on demand,
in real time, from any location.

The 2014 Overview
disproves a preconceived
idea and reinforces the
importance of working
synergy between Finance
and Sales: in our
observation, negotiating
shorter contractual payment
terms had no impact on the
earnings of the businesses
examined.

It must be recognised, at
all levels, that customer
relationships are and have
always been the key element
in business success. Paid-up
receivables make a company
grow.
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performance

OVERVIEW 2014: ABOVE-MARKET
PERFORMANCE
With the exception of Germany, where
businesses covered in this overview are active
mainly in the transportation and trading
sectors, European companies who chose to
use software to manage accounts receivable
via personalised, and collaborative processes
achieved decisively superior results.

For the third consecutive year, in six of the
seven main countries covered in this Working
Capital Overview, the businesses observed
experienced far less late payment than the
market average as established by Intrum
Justitia (source: European Payment Index 2013,
Intrum Justitia).
In the United Kingdom, businesses covered
in this overview had average payment delays
6 days lower than those observed by Intrum
Justitia. The performance of these companies
compared to the national market exceeded
that of some of their European neighbours,
such as Belgium (-5 days), but lagged behind
Italy (-17 days), Spain (-15 days), Portugal (-12
days), the Netherlands (-10 days) and France
(-9 days).
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Comparative analysis of payment
delays in Europe
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AN AVERAGE DSO REDUCTION
OF 2.3 DAYS
Reviewed companies outperformed the
market, reducing delays by 4 days for France,
2 days for Spain and 1 day for Germany and
England over the last two accounting periods.
These businesses have entered into a virtuous
circle of continuous improvement. The
automation of management processes has
produced a continuing return on investment.
Another reason achieved despite an
economic
environment
that
remains
challenging. Historically France and Spain
have been among the worst countries for
B2B credit, with customers expecting to
negotiate everything from payment terms
to payment methods, from invoicing to
reductions for early payment, including the
line of credit to be granted by the supplier.
Another reason for this performance
improvement is to be found in the business
environment itself, like the evolution of the
business laws in France.

These high-performing companies reduced
their DSO by shortening contractual
payment terms – with no impact on revenue
development – and reducing late payments
with the best practices we describe later in
this Overview.
The crisis also had a positive effect on accounts
receivable, giving a wake-up call to many
Chief Executives who had not been aware
of their negative effect on the company’s
balance sheet.
ff On average, the DSO for all companies
studied declined by 2.3 days. The 20 top
performers reduced their DSO by nearly
3 weeks.

High-performing
organisations

days

DSO

6.2 3.3
days
overdue

days decrease
in contractual
payment terms

Reduction
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€814M IN FREED-UP CASH
Decreased DSO frees up money that companies
cannot use when it is just a number in the
A/R ledger. Behind each and every effective
Finance Director or Credit Manager in this
Overview is an innovation with an impact on
revenue securitisation and thus on cash.
Over the past year, reviewed companies freed
€814M. This cash has a direct impact on their
investment and development capacity with
positive effects on the economic environment
and employment.
The financial customer relationship is
becoming a company-wide project involving
organisation structure as well as the quest for
efficiency in collections, dispute resolution,
and risk management.

10
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814 m€
FREED UP

Best practices

Performance depends not on information system quality alone, but must
also integrate process quality, modelling, and, above all, the effective use
of processes.
Favouring quality
Customer relationship management is a skilled profession. Accounts Receivable teams must
make decisions every day on the risk of late payment or bad debt. Applying credits, collecting
debt, or resolving a dispute requires a mix of specific skills and operational excellence. Credit
Management is responsible for establishing a sales negotiation framework via payment terms;
cash collectors decisions engage the entire company. Businesses that want to move forward
must integrate collections in their company strategy. This produces continuous improvement
in individual, group, and organisational performance.
Businesses covered in this overview have clearly demonstrated organisational quality
improvement. Finance supports Credit Management as a genuine partner to the sales team.
Therefore, Credit Management has full authority to examine outstanding balances, identify
disputes and record commitments to pay; it is not restricted simply to collections.

This type of transversal collaboration optimises Credit
Management policy in the context of overall company
strategy.
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Best practices

DEDICATING RESOURCES TO CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP
High-performing companies prefer to create
dedicated, though not necessarily physically
centralised teams. Centralisation does not
have the same impact as it did several years
ago: the dedicated but decentralised teams
studied as part of this Overview performed
at much the same level as centralised teams.
Credit Management is not merely a question
of logistical organisation.
With this process, the Credit Management
team has more authority and recognition
within the company. Cooperation with Sales
teams is simplified. Specific objectives are set
and results are more likely to be as forecast.
Outsourced dunning is another way to
enhance the Credit Management function.

Among companies opting
to professionalise,
two out of three stabilised
or improved their DSO.
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Exploiting the full range of information
system functionalities is beyond a doubt one
reason for the superior performance of
dedicated structures. Although personal
interaction remain important to team results,
cloud computing provides a single financial
and sales database in real time, including
digitalised documents. Its use becomes ultraefficient, with pre-programmed workflows,
automated actions, and systematised and
personalised monitoring.

No need to choose between quality
and quantity
The quantity and quality of the staff
responsible for the financial aspects of the
sales relationship must be aligned to set
objectives.
Dedicated CRM software indicates the actions
to be performed by Collections and Sales
and allows team leaders to define priorities
in light of real-time result visibility. This
technology also reminds customers of their
outstanding balance, providing up-to-date
account statements and digitally requesting
their next scheduled payment.
The number of staff to be assigned to
collections depends first on the number of
customers and tasks to be managed. Too large
a portfolio leads to a lack of prioritisation,
under-resourcing and demoralised staff. A
portfolio too small attracts a lack of focus,
compromising the team’s primary objective.
Each employee must be able to manage all
the customers and perform all the tasks for
which he is responsible.

ffThe Overview shows that top performers
dedicated, on average, 2.7% in additional
resource in order to free up €847M. A key
success factor is combining right-sized teams
with a well-adapted collaborative software
solution.

High-performing
organisations

.

RESOURCES

2.7%
ACCOUNTS
TO COLLECTOR
RATIO

518

ACCOUNTS

INVOICES
MAX.

Collector of a high-performing business

The successful companies in this overview give their collectors
a portfolio of 26% fewer accounts than the sample average.
Companies failing to control their DSO have 34% more
accounts per collector.
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Best practices

Effectively managing
credit risk and accounts
receivable
A company-wide awareness of Credit
Management’s
impact
on
customer
relationship and company earnings is
fundamental to a company’s cash culture.
Periods of crisis and weakening of the
economic environment remind us of this
business fundamental: a sale is not complete
until it has been paid in full. Everything must
be mobilised to ensure effective customer
relationship management.

It is essential to analyse the level of risk per
customer to establish collection strategies;
there is a direct relationship between DSO
and effective risk and collection management.
This is the organisational choice of 75% of
reviewed companies, who have installed a
single software program for credit risk and
collections.

63%
Credit risk and
accounts receivable
management within
the same software
platform

Effectively managing financial
customer relationship

STABLE OR
IMPROVING DSO
cOmpanies

WORSENING
DSO

Credit risk and
accounts receivable
management within
several software
platforms

60%

Among reviewed companies managing credit risk and
collections with the same software solution, 63% have had
stable or improved DSO. 60% of those who manage credit risk
and collections separately have had worsening DSO.
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Optimised priorities
USING SEGMENTATION TO ENSURE
OPTIMUM WORKLOADS
Customer segmentation is a prerequisite for
defining appropriate collection strategies
for major accounts, government accounts,
export customers. The object is to ensure
operational effectiveness.

Successful companies
dun each due balance
an average of 1.4 times;
less effective companies
dun the due balance only
once.

A first step is to dun customers by legal
entity rather than billing account. Good
segmentation allows related detail to be
set up in advance for major accounts and
populated with the right customer contacts.
It allows ongoing dunning strategies to be
tailored not only to customer type, but to risk
level, payment history and balance amount.
Comparing the performance of companies
in the Overview demonstrates that major
accounts are not inevitably problematic: the
average amount dunned for by successful
companies was more than twice higher than
that of companies with worsening DSO.

ffBy targeting their customers
and prioritising their tasks, the
most effective companies performed
15% fewer tasks than those with
worsening DSO, while managing
29% more customer accounts.

Benefits of segmentation and
prioritisation

High-performing
organisations

TASKS
EXECUTED

- 15%

ACCOUNTS
DUNNED
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Best practices

EFFECTIVELY USE COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS
For reasons of efficiency, economy and
ecology, Marketing has already accepted that
the age of paper is over. Finance must now
bring Credit Management into the virtuous
circle of effective paperless communication
(telephone, email, digital collections, text
messaging).
Ineffective DSO performers seem to have
underestimated the impact of telephone
calls (on average 20% less than the results
observed in the Overview), favouring
automatic dunning, which is necessary but
not sufficient (41% of their actions involved
mass dunning, versus 34% for top performers).

High-performing
organisations

telephone calls
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Today, telephone contact is the
best way to confirm a customer
account balance. The successful
companies in the overview made
7% more telephone calls than
the study average.

WORKING TOWARDS OBJECTIVES
TO ESTABLISH CLEAR ROADMAPS
Strategic objectives set for Finance and
Sales is as much a part of effective customer
relationship as the use of a dedicated
software solution.

The essence of the financial customer
relationship being to establish an holistic
order-to-cash process, we must deal with
its imperfections and anomalies to ensure
that billed revenue becomes cash. The
first quantitative objective for a Credit
Management team – even before establishing
the rate of payment – is the rate of customer
confirmation of account balance.

56%
IMPROVING
DSO
qualified
receivables

WORSENING
DSO

Successful companies confirm 56% of customer
balances 30 days old or over; those with worsening
DSO confirm only 43%. Top performers target their
priorities and give fewer accounts to each credit
controller, allowing him or her to identify disputes
more quickly and thoroughly.

43%
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Best practices

EFFECTIVELY MANAGING DISPUTES
A SHORT WORKFLOW IS A PROFITABLE
WORKFLOW
To be financially effective, the majority of
contacts must end with a commitment to pay.
Dunning a customer is, however, one of the
main ways of identifying disputes. Resolving
these issues will make the customer happy,
and a happy customer pays promptly.
Collections staff have an element of
salesmanship when they correctly identify
disputes and, in the name of the company,
promptly offer solutions.
To achieve the objectives of reducing dispute
resolution time and achieving excellence in
customer relationship, successful companies
established resolution processes, reviewed
dispute categories and determined the
right individuals and time limits to provide
solutions. The results are clear: top performers
disputes were resolved in 51 days on average,
versus 79 days for companies with worsening
DSO.
Two key elements of productive structuring
are (1) defining actions to be performed and
(2) establishing escalation levels to ensure
management visibility of unperformed
actions.
By integrating dispute resolution, the business
places Finance centrally within its policy
of becoming customer-centric. The faster
disputes are identified, the more effectively
they are resolved and the more customer
loyalty is reinforced. Credit Management
is part of a company-wide virtuous circle of
good customer relations, from order to cash.

18
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There is still room for improvement: the
Overview average of 1.9 days DSO in dispute,
or €305M uncashed pending resolution..

Reducing dispute resolution time
is a key contributor in reducing
outstanding accounts receivable.
Thanks to the processes used to
encourage effective collaboration
between Credit Management and
Sales, top performing companies in
our overview have dispute resolution
turnaround times three weeks shorter
than companies with worsening DSO.

MONITOR CREDIT NOTE RATES TO CONTROL
REVENUE DILUTION
Analysing dispute resolution results allows
operations to be directed and action plans
to be established. Dispute resolution
reports must show the volume and value
of outstanding disputes at month-end by
predefined segmentation or by aging. They
must also show the rate of credit notes issued,
because these will clear customer invoices
and reduce accounts receivable without
increasing cash.

Successful
businesses
valued
team
professionalisation
and
focused
on
each collection agent responsible for
fewer customer accounts. This targeted
prioritisation of activities allowed faster,
better confirmation of due balances.
Combining targeting, professionalisation,
and appropriate team sizes gave collections
a greater ability to take an active role within
the company in resolving disputes.

The volume or value of credit notes issued is
a key indication of management quality: it is
always better to do things right the first time.
Dilution is also an issue when financing is
based on receivables (securitisation, factoring
or balance top-up).

Results are clear. Successful companies can
make a direct impact on their credit note
rates (and thus on their margins) – and very
probably on their customers’ satisfaction.

Within the Overview, the credit note value
average was 7.5%. Despite a positive trend,
there is still room for improvement in the
dilution rate. An objective of 5% should be
set for many businesses.
Organisations
with worsening
DSO

High
performing
organisations

Credit note rate

The credit note rate throughout the
Overview’s top performers was 5.9%
by volume (number of credit notes/number of
invoices). Those with worsening DSOs had a
higher credit note rate of 8.7% on average.
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Strategic tracking
factors for 2014

Monitoring solvency
indicators

Prioritising cooperation
between Finance and Sales

Even more than late payment, the risk of bad
debt is a key factor in sales credit policy. Attention
to insolvency indicators makes managing late
payments that much more effective.
In the United Kingdom, the expected decline
in company bankruptcies (source: Report on the
United Kingdom, April 2014, Atradius) may introduce
opportunities to reinforce organisation. In the
Netherlands, where payment incidents are still on
the rise (source: Payment Incident Index, December
2013, Coface) in an economy weakened by a
high number of bankruptcies (source: Report on
the Netherlands, November 2013, Atradius) Finance
must concentrate on preventive action.

Companies must not shy away from managing
credit in coordination with sales professionals.

Targeted, dynamic, and more
frequent dunning
As we all know, late payments are a threat to
the growth and even the survival of businesses.
They make it difficult to emerge from relevant
crisis. Once invoices are issued, only Finance and
Credit Management can make customers and
suppliers work together; they must shoulder that
responsibility.
In France, the new disposition of the Code du
Commerce (Art. 441-6) limiting contractual
payment terms to 45 days net for recapitulative
invoices could have a negative impact on late
payment. Customers now invoiced monthly at 60
days net will be tempted to ask for day-to-day
invoicing in order to keep their existing payment
terms while still paying only once a month.

20
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Working together to define work processes and
sharing the same information system are real
opportunities for progress. In particular, there
is a concrete benefit to negotiating favourable
payment terms, performing effective collections
and expediting dispute resolution by early
identification.
Finally, the European Directives 2011/7/
UE on combating late payments was to be
implemented in member countries by 16 March
2013. They should be in force and their effects
seen in 2014, the first full accounting year under
the new laws.

Methodology

To produce this Overview, Sidetrade analysed the results
of businesses managing their customer financial relations
through Sidetrade Network’s cloud computing solution.
The sample data as of 31 December 2013 included
34 million business to business payments totalling
90 billion Euros. In this study, monthly collection totalled
4.1 billion Euros were in collection each month spread of
over 1.4 million active buyers. There were 69,000 users in
65 countries and daily 5,500 connections.
Successful companies are those whose DSO improved
over the year. The DSO calculations are based on
the count back method.

BENCHMARKING,
INSIGHTS
AND BEST
PRACTICES

Sidetrade is ready to provide additional information about
best practices, insights or benchmarking, share its expertise,
and help you implement your strategy for success.
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To COMPANIES
who chose Sidetrade technology

To all our EMPLOYEES
for their commitment to our clients

The Institute of Credit Management (ICM) is Europe’s
largest credit management organisation and the
second largest globally. The trusted leader in expertise
for all credit matters, it represents the profession
across trade, consumer and export credit, and all
credit-related services.
Formed over 70 years ago, it is the only such organisation
accredited by Ofqual and it offers a comprehensive
range of services and bespoke solutions for the credit
professional as well as services and advice for the
wider business community, including the acclaimed
ICM/BIS Managing Cashflow guides.
The Institute of Credit Management (ICM) promotes
excellence in credit management and raises awareness
of its vital role in business and the community.
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UNITED KINGDOM
+44 (0)203 608 9850
nodebt@sidetrade.com
www.sidetrade.co.uk
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+44 (0)1780 722900
info@icm.org.uk

114 rue Galliéni
92100 Boulogne-Billancourt
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+33 (0)1 46 84 14 15
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